
Even severely offset loads
don't shift with Pallet-Grip.
Lantech overhead automat-
ic stretch wrappers are the
only ones in the world that
can wrap the bottom of the
pallet without a costly load

lift and roper.

A Powerful Difference

S-1500 with Pallet-Grip™ 

"When Home Depot, our largest customer, said they would start
rejecting our asphalt sealer if loads were not wrapped to the pallet, it
got our attention."
--Production Supervisor, asphalt sealer manufacturer
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Success Story

Severely offset loads consisting of
5-gallon pails have to be wrapped
to the pallet to satisfy Home
Depot's requirement for damage
reduction.

Problem
The S-1500 automatic stretch wrap-
per - equipped with optional Pallet-
Grip - spins a high-strength cable
of film on the bottom edge of the
web, and then tensions it around
the top edge of the pallet.

Solution
It's a classic round peg in a
square hole: 5-gallon pails of
asphalt sealer on a pallet are a
real challenge for containment
when your customer demands
your loads be wrapped to the
pallet. But Pallet-Grip takes off-
set loads and winged pallets in
stride.  The Pallet-Grip system
rolls the lower edge of the bot-
tom film wrap into a strong
cable, then stretches it around
the top of the pallet base. The
bottom film wraps - even if they
sometimes tear at the corners -
maintain excellent containment.
This is more than roping. The
Pallet-Grip cable behaves like a
wire reinforcement built into the
bottom edge of the film web. It
keeps load wired tight.  And fork
trucks can't break the hold of
Pallet-Grip, because the film
web stays above the through-
holes.

Visit us at
www.lantech.com 
to view product 
specifications 
and options

SS- SW-1000

Meets latest requirements from big-box retailers
Best system in the industry for locking load to pallet
Ideal for double-stacked or winged pallets
Perfect for pails, barrels, or rolls on pallets
Eliminates need for costly load lift
Less expensive than a roper

Benefits


